
COMPLAINTS REGISTER - TATHRA ST    
 

DATE NAME COMPLAINT ALLOCATED 
TO 

RESPONSE 

27/06/2017 Ken Halcrow 
(Simply 
Smashing) 

Claims to have found some 
concrete (appears un-
processed in photographs, i.e. 
if was spilt by a customer, was 
inbound) on road. 

Rob Price Visited site, 3 times 27/06/2017 and four times 28/06/2017. Found no 
evidence of any spillage or material on road. Driveway was clean and no 
signs of any spillage. 
 
Emailed response regarding loading procedures and process for ensuring 
truck tires are clean. Also mentioned that we never have, nor will, ever 
loaded any vehicle un-safely, over weight, or un-covered.  
 
Explained ongoing inspections by EPA/CCC to ensure on-going 
compliance. Mentioned that EPA inspector last week was very praising at 
last inspection, regarding efforts to stop any marital leaving site. 

28/06/2017 Ken Halcrow 
(Simply 
Smashing) 

Claims to have found one 
small piece of concrete 
(appears un-processed in 
photograph, i.e. if was spilt by 
a customer, was inbound) on 
road. 

Rob Price Before I could respond to yesterday’s complaint, same again today. Mr 
Halcrow informed me that he found a small piece on the side of the road 
this morning that “Must be from one of your trucks”. I responded to both 
together, see above.  
 
Visited site numerous times as above, including walking the entire length 
of Yandina and Tathra Streets myself. Found zero signs of spillage. 
 
Also noted in email that 95% of truck movements to and from site are 
customer owned and operated. Therefore, whilst all trucks are loaded in 
accordance with policy, procedures and legislation, we obviously can’t 
control what customers do outside of our site. This also covers customers 
loading there trucks to bring material into site. 
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31/07/2017 Ken Halcrow 

(Simply 
Smashing) 

Claims to have found two 
small pieces of concrete 
(appears un-processed, i.e. if 
was spilt by a customer, was 
inbound) on road. 

Rob Price Visited site, 3 times 31/07/2017 and three times 01/08/2017. Found no 
evidence of any spillage or material on road. Driveway was clean and no 
signs of any spillage. 
 
Mr Halcrow stated that appears to have come from a truck on the way to 
us.  
 
Advised complaint was noted and added to register. 
 
Reiterated that what our customers do prior to arriving at our premises is 
obviously outside of our control. 
 
Noted that we will continue to monitor. 

08/01/2018 Ken Halcrow 
(Simply 
Smashing) 

Claims to have found some 
concrete (appears un-
processed in photographs, i.e. 
if was spilt by a customer, was 
inbound) on road. 

Rob Price See below. 
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09/01/2018 Ken Halcrow 

(Simply 
Smashing) 

Claims to have found concrete 
(appears un-processed, i.e. if 
was spilt by a customer, was 
inbound) on road. Noted it 
was spilt by uncovered, 
Economy Waste truck, on way 
to us. 
 

 Visited site, twice on 09/01/2018. Found no evidence of any spillage or 
material on road. Driveway was clean and no signs of any spillage. 
 
Mr Halcrow stated that came from an Economy Waste truck on the way 
to us.  
 
Advised complaint was noted and added to register. 
 
Reiterated that what our customers do prior to arriving at our premises is 
obviously outside of our control. Advised contact Economy Waste. 
 
Noted that we will continue to monitor. 

     

     

     

 


